Pulse Shib LitePaper
A meme coin built to dominate all dog coins.
Meme coins like Dogecoin, Shibainu and Floki inu currently have a
combined market cap of over $45 billion. Meme coins have been one the
best performing niches in crypto. We believe the meme coin mania is here
to stay however most meme coins are destined to fail. That is because most
meme coins have no fundamentals. To quote Richard Heart “most meme
coins have no technical innovation. Their claim to fame is just a logo”.
Our goal is to build the best meme coin the world has ever see one that
combines the best of all things crypto. A combination of a beautiful logo,
tokenomics and fundamentals. So we are taking everything that made meme
coins popular and adding fundamental. We believe that’s what will create
long term sustainability and will ink Pulse Shib in the crypto history books.

Tokenomics
Total supply

1 000 000 000 000

Community Airdrops and competitions
Marketing and Dev Team
PulseShib origin wallet
Sacrificers
Initial liquidity

100 000 000 000
200 000 000 000
100 000 000 000
500 000 000 000
100 000 000 000

PulseShib Tokens

Community Airdrops and competitions

Marketing and Dev Team

PulseShib origin wallet

Sacrificers

Initial Liquidity

Community Airdrops and competitions
This is to help jumpstart the Pulse Shib meme machine.

Marketing and Dev Team
The vision of Pulse Shib is to have long term sustainability. That’ll require
long term marketing and development.

Pulse Shib origin wallet
A special wallet created after Pulseshib is launched.

Initial liquidity
Initial tokens released on the after the Pulse Chain launch

Sacrifice
This is how we determine which wallets gets the early access to 50% of the
PulseShib tokens.

What is sacrificing
Sacrificing is a political statement that says I believe the Pulse Chain is the
future of web3. Pulseshib is being created to drive adoption to the
#PulseChain. Sacrificers will be awarded with Pulse Shib a PRC20 on the
Pulse Chain.
How do you sacrifice
Sacrificing is simple. simply sacrifice by sending Ethereum, Usdc & Hex to
the Ethereum addresses specified on pulseshib.com
Make sure you have the correct address. If you sacrifice to a wrong address,
you will not get PSB.
Road Map
We hope to build tools that will advance the adoption of the Pulse Chain.
These tools may include NFTs, Games and support to any Pulse Chain startup.
These objectives could be achieved with Decentralised Autonomous
Organisation (DAO) which consist of Pulse Shib token holders. The purpose
of the DAO could be to pursue community goals.

Conclusion
We believe Pulse Shib is the beginning of a journey that will stand the test
of time. That will grow organically. The success of Pulse Shib depends on
us the community. The ball is in your court. Let the SHILLING BEGIN.

